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This article clarifies an issue some of our users have experienced with the use of CAMS  . The current package of global sea salt aerosol mixing ratios
the global CAMS C-IFS model (Morcrette et al., 2009), which was developed during the course of the GEMS and MACC projects, mainly follows the 
aerosol treatment of the LOA/LMD-Z model (Boucher et al. 2002; Reddy et al. 2005). Prognostic aerosols of sea salt are described using three size bins. 
For sea-salt, radius bin limits are at  and 20 microns. As described in Reddy et al. (2005), sea salt emissions as well as sea salt particle radii 0.03, 0.5, 5
are expressed at 80% relative humidity. This is different from all the other aerosol species in C-IFS, which are expressed as dry mixing ratios (0% relative 
humidity).

The model formulation and the subsequent treatment in C-IFS are correct. All relevant aerosol parametrizations depend on the actual (ambient) values of 
the relative humidity. In particular, the sea salt aerosol optical depths refer to ambient conditions as for other aerosol species. However, it was until recently 
never clearly documented as part of the MACC/CAMS C-IFS documentation, other than in the publication by Reddy et al. (2005), that the reported sea salt 
mixing ratios are for 80% relative humidity. To transform the provided values back to dry matter a reduction factor of 4.3 is needed for the mass mixing 
ratios and a reduction factor of 1.99 for the radii of the sea salt bin limits. 

Based on feedback of CAMS users, we now intend to reformulate the definition of sea salt aerosol in C-IFS in one of the upcoming model upgrades. This 
page will be updated accordingly. In the meantime, users can use the above conversion factors to obtain dry sea salt mixing ratios, if they wish to do so. 
All current CAMS global products, including the upcoming CAMS Reanalysis, will still use the current formulation until further notice.
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This document has been produced in the context of the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS).

The activities leading to these results have been contracted by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, operator of CAMS on behalf of the European 

Union (Delegation Agreement signed on 11/11/2014 and Contribution Agreement signed on 22/07/2021). All information in this document is provided "as is" and no 

guarantee or warranty is given that the information is fit for any particular purpose.

The users thereof use the information at their sole risk and liability. For the avoidance of all doubt , the European Commission and the European Centre for Medium - 

Range Weather Forecasts have no liability in respect of this document, which is merely representing the author's view.
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